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In the Open - Timothy E. Donohue 1997-11-08
Part One February to July 1990Part Two July to
September 1990Part Three December 1990 to
February 1991Part Four June 1991Part Five
January 1992 to December 1994 Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
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QUIRKY TALES OF THE RAILS - James Betts
Healthy at Home - Tieraona Low Dog, M.D.
2014-01-14
Get the how, when, and why of getting better
and staying well with homemade remedies that
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the doctor orders. National Geographic helps
you take charge of health care guided by a
physician expert in natural healing, herbal
medicine, and home remedies. Never have we
needed this advice more than now, as worries
about hospital-borne infections, antibiotic
resistance, and pandemic threats make us yearn
for the days of doctor home visits and mother's
chicken soup. We need to rediscover the special
care and comfort that comes from caring for
health at home, says Dr. Low Dog. In this book
she guides us in identifying, responding to, and
caring for all the most common ailments, so that
when it's time to take care at home, you have a
doctor's advice on how. Learn how to make
herbal remedies and why you and your family
will be healthier for doing so--and get advice on
when it's best to consult a health care
professional instead.
Life of Pi - Yann Martel 2022-01-27
"Life of Pi will make you believe in the power of
theatre" (Times). After a cargo ship sinks in the
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middle of the vast Pacific Ocean, there are five
survivors stranded on a lifeboat - a hyena, a
zebra, an orangutan, a Royal Bengal tiger, and a
sixteen year-old boy named Pi. Time is against
them, nature is harsh, who will survive? Based
on one of the most extraordinary and best-loved
works of fiction - winner of the Man Booker
Prize, selling over fifteen million copies
worldwide - and featuring breath-taking
puppetry and state-of-the-art visuals, Life of Pi is
a universally acclaimed, smash hit adaptation of
an epic journey of endurance and hope. Adapted
by acclaimed playwright Lolita Chakrabarti, this
edition was published to coincide with the West
End premiere in November 2021.
Slim for Life - Jillian Michaels 2013-02-12
Stop battling your weight and slim down for life
with this no-nonsense, insider’s plan from
America’s health, wellness, and weight-loss
guru: Jillian Michaels. She has helped millions
lose weight and feel great, and now she can help
you, too. Bestselling author and Biggest Loser
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trainer Jillian Michaels swore she’d never write
another diet book. But she realized that with all
of the conflicting, overly complicated
information being thrown at you each day, what
you need is a clear, simple plan that cuts
through all the confusion to deliver amazing
results, fast. This book distills all she’s learned
about diet, fitness, and a healthy lifestyle to
provide anyone seeking to be slim, strong, and
healthy with an easier path to achieving
dramatic body transformation. No nonsense, no
gimmicks, just actionable advice that gets
incredible results fast!
Delicious Geography - Gary Fuller 2017-03-01
This entertaining book takes us on a fascinating
exploration of the world of food. Take a journey
with the dynamic father and daughter duo,
geographer Gary Fuller and chef Tracy
Reddekopp, as they travel around the globe to
trace the enduring links of geography and food.
Food and its preparation and enjoyment define
the major cultural regions of the world and how
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these regions have changed over time. The
authors believe that the peoples of the world
have begun to reunite after millennia of
dispersal. The sharing of foods and food
traditions are prime examples of this global
connection. Enriching the trip with thirty-five
recipes to extend the experience into our
kitchen, homes, and families, the authors also
make geography fun by asking trivia questions
that turn out to be far from trivial. Among the
questions asked and answered are: What
landlocked country in South America developed
a plant that revolutionized food production in
Europe? What bird on the island of Mauritius
gave us an expression about mortality? On what
Native American reservation, and in what kind of
business, do we find the Code Talkers Museum?
Why could vanilla be grown only in Mexico until
the mid-nineteenth century? What famous
Italian-American was given a nickname derived
from a Pan American airliner? (Answers: Bolivia,
the potato, “Dead as a dodo,” the Navajo
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reservation in a Burger King; the plant could
only be pollinated naturally by a Mexican bee,
Joe DiMaggio, the Yankee Clipper)
Comprehensive Dental Assisting, Enhanced
Edition - Jones & Bartlett Learning, 2020-04-20
Dental assistants have to work as part of a team
every day to provide patients with the best
possible care and ensure that the dental office
runs smoothly. As an instructor, you prepare
students to have the skills and abilities they will
need to be a successful part of this dental team.
Kiplinger's Personal Finance - 1979-12
The most trustworthy source of information
available today on savings and investments,
taxes, money management, home ownership and
many other personal finance topics.
Pandora's Lunchbox - Melanie Warner
2014-02-25
"From breakfast cereal to frozen pizza to
nutrition bars, processed foods are a
fundamental part of our diet, accounting for 65%
of our nation's yearly calories. Over the past
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century, technology has transformed the
American meal into a chemical-laden
smorgasbord of manipulated food products that
bear little resemblance to what our
grandparents ate. Despite the growing presence
of farmers' markets and organic offerings, food
additives and chemical preservatives are nearly
impossible to avoid, and even the most
ostensibly healthy foods contain multisyllabic
ingredients with nearly untraceable origins. The
far-reaching implications of the industrialization
of the food supply that privileges cheap,
plentiful, and fast food have been well
documented. They are dire. But how did we ever
reach the point where 'pink slime' is an
acceptable food product? Is anybody regulating
what makes it into our food? What, after all, is
actually safe to eat? Here the author, a former
York Times health columnist combines deep
investigatory reporting, culinary history, and
cultural analysis, to find out how we got here
and what it is we are really eating. This book
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blows the lid off the largely undocumented world
of processed foods and food manipulation. From
the vitamin "enrichments" to our fortified
cereals and bread, to the soy mixtures that
bolster chicken (and often outweigh the actual
chicken included), the author lays bare the
dubious nutritional value and misleading labels
of chemically-treated foods, as well as the
potential price we, and our children, may pay"-Provided by publisher.
Gold, Oil and Avocados - Andy Robinson
2021-08-17
The past decade has seen major political
upheaval in Latin America--from Brazil to Chile
to Venezuela to Bolivia--but to understand what
happened, ask first where your quinoa and
lithium batteries came from... The 21st century
began optimistically in Latin America. Leftleaning leaders armed with programs to reduce
poverty and reclaim national wealth were seeing
results—but as the aughts gave way to the teens,
they began to fall like dominos. Where did the
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dreams of this "pink tide" go? Look no further
than the original culprits of Latin American
disenfranchisement: resource-rich land and
unscrupulous extraction. Recounting the story
commodity by commodity, Andy Robinson
reveals what oxen have to do with the rise of Jair
Bolsonaro, how quinoa explains the mob that
descended on Evo Morales, and why oil is the
culprit behind the protracted coup in Venezuela.
In addition to the usual suspects like gold and
bananas which underscored the original plunder
of the Americas, Robinson also shows how a new
generation of valuable resources—like coltan for
smartphones, lithium for electric cars, and
niobium for SpaceX rockets—have become
important players in the fate of Latin America.
And as the energy transition sets mineral prices
soaring, Latin America remains at the mercy of
the rollercoaster of commodity prices. In Gold,
Oil, and Avocados, Robinson takes readers from
the salt plains of Chile to the depths of the
Amazonian jungle to stitch together the story of
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Latin America's last decade, showing how the
imperial plunder of the past carries on today
under a new name.
A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary of the
English Language, Together with Principles
of English Pronunciation and a Key to the
Classical Pronunciation of Greek, Latin and
Scripture Proper Names, Interspersed with
Observations, Etymological, Critical and
Grammatical - John Walker 1859
How Not to Die - Michael Greger, M.D., FACLM
2015-12-08
From the physician behind the wildly popular
NutritionFacts website, How Not to Die reveals
the groundbreaking scientific evidence behind
the only diet that can prevent and reverse many
of the causes of disease-related death. The vast
majority of premature deaths can be prevented
through simple changes in diet and lifestyle. In
How Not to Die, Dr. Michael Greger, the
internationally-renowned nutrition expert,
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physician, and founder of NutritionFacts.org,
examines the fifteen top causes of premature
death in America-heart disease, various cancers,
diabetes, Parkinson's, high blood pressure, and
more-and explains how nutritional and lifestyle
interventions can sometimes trump prescription
pills and other pharmaceutical and surgical
approaches, freeing us to live healthier lives.
The simple truth is that most doctors are good at
treating acute illnesses but bad at preventing
chronic disease. The fifteen leading causes of
death claim the lives of 1.6 million Americans
annually. This doesn't have to be the case. By
following Dr. Greger's advice, all of it backed up
by strong scientific evidence, you will learn
which foods to eat and which lifestyle changes to
make to live longer. History of prostate cancer in
your family? Put down that glass of milk and add
flaxseed to your diet whenever you can. Have
high blood pressure? Hibiscus tea can work
better than a leading hypertensive drug-and
without the side effects. Fighting off liver
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disease? Drinking coffee can reduce liver
inflammation. Battling breast cancer?
Consuming soy is associated with prolonged
survival. Worried about heart disease (the
number 1 killer in the United States)? Switch to
a whole-food, plant-based diet, which has been
repeatedly shown not just to prevent the disease
but often stop it in its tracks. In addition to
showing what to eat to help treat the top fifteen
causes of death, How Not to Die includes Dr.
Greger's Daily Dozen -a checklist of the twelve
foods we should consume every day.Full of
practical, actionable advice and surprising,
cutting edge nutritional science, these doctor's
orders are just what we need to live longer,
healthier lives.
The Modern Gardener - Sonya Patel Ellis
2022-04-19
This informative guide to selecting, potting, and
tending to all types of plants will give your home
a trendy, modern appeal. The Modern Gardener
will help you give your home a chic, modern
beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

aesthetic with the right plants—indoors and out.
With sections devoted to choosing the right
plants, budgeting, and making the best use of
your available space, you’ll be able to transform
your home into a sanctuary for the plants that
will give it an appealing vibe. Chapters on
tending to all sorts of plants—including annuals,
perennials, herbs, flowers, and edibles—make
this a handy how-to guide for beginner and
experienced gardeners alike. Using a little TLC
and the many helpful tips in this book, your
home will be blooming with life in no time.
Changing Times - 1979
The Pregnancy Journal - A. Christine Harris
2016-08-16
An updated edition of the million-selling guide
that accompanies you through the days, weeks,
and months of your pregnancy. A modern classic
translated into a dozen languages, The
Pregnancy Journal provides daily entries that
update you on your baby’s development—as well
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as guiding you through the best health and
nutrition decisions for both of you. With more
than a million-and-half copies sold worldwide,
this one-of-a-kind guide is the ultimate resource
for today’s expecting mother, now in its updated
fourth edition.
Newsweek - 2005
The Runner's Handbook - Bob Glover
1996-06-01
If you're a runner, or would like to be one, The
Runner's Handbook will answer all your
questions. Fitness expert Bob Glover-who has
trained thousands of runners-shows you how to
devise a training program and keep at the top of
your form.
Critical Perspectives on Contemporary Plays by
Women - Penny Farfan 2021-07-22
Explores how women playwrights illuminate the
contemporary world and contribute to its
reshaping
The Juice Lady's Remedies for Diabetes beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

Cherie Calbom 2016
Diabetes is the seventh leading cause of death in
America. It affects twenty-nine million people
and the potential to affect eighty-six million
more who currently have prediabetes. Juicing,
green smoothies, and living foods are proven
antidotes against this devastating disease and
even more, they are preventative devices. In The
Juice Lady's Remedies for Diabetes Cherie
Calbom presents a way to help heal those who
suffer from diabetes and lower the risk of
diagnosis for those seeking a healthier lifestyle.
This book includes: Recipes for healing teas and
juices Green smoothies that pack a powerful
punch of phytonutrients and antioxidants Raw
food recommendations Exclusive feature: Tips
on choosing the best juicer and the best
produce, as well as tips for prepping, cleaning,
and storing your juices and smoothies, and more
Ageless Beauty the French Way - Clemence
von Mueffling 2018-06-12
"From three generations of French beauty
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experts, Ageless Beauty the French Way is the
ultimate book of tips, products, practices and
French beauty secrets in ten categories such as
Hair, Skin, Makeup, Sleep, and Perfume"-Provided by publisher.
100 Most Dangerous Things on the Planet Anna Claybourne 2019
Learn how to face and survive the most
disastrous things that could possibly happen!
From terrifying natural disasters to dangerous
weather, from getting lost in the wild to fighting
off ferocious animal attacks, this is your ultimate
survival guide to avalanches, killer bees, and
much, much more. Each danger includes a risk
rating of how likely you are to encounter it, as
well as a percentage of how likely you are to
survive.
21-Day Keto Magic - Dr. Michael Mosley
2022-04-05
See results in three weeks, with a revolutionary
keto diet program from Dr. Michael Mosley, the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of The
beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

Fast Diet. Recent studies have shown that a keto
diet not only produces significant—and
rapid—weight loss, but also has many other
benefits for long-term health. But it must be
done the right way. In 21-Day Keto Magic, Dr.
Mosley presents the latest science on the
ketogenic diet—a diet high in fat and protein and
very low in carbs—explaining how it works and
why it is so good for you. The aim of a keto
regime is to kickstart a process called ketosis,
whereby your body goes from burning sugar to
burning fat for fuel. Flipping this metabolic
switch has the added advantage of making you
feel less hungry, which makes the diet highly
motivating and relatively easy to sustain. 21-Day
Keto Magic offers a detailed, step-by-step
program, along with easy tips and clear advice
on which foods support ketosis and which ones
stop it, how to tell if you are producing ketones,
and how to ensure that you're following the diet
safely. There are also 50 delicious recipes from
Michael's wife, Dr. Clare Bailey, as well as
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shopping lists, weekly meal planners, and all the
other tools you need to ditch stubborn fat and
transform your health for life.
Central America - 1996
Here is the perfect guide to take with you to the
great Pacific Northwest and Alaska. This guide is
packed with information not found in other
guides. The students at Berkeley outline the best
cheap places for lodging and dining, the best
trails for hiking or biking. . . . It's all here--with
comprehensive map s.
Avocado and Citrus Notes - 1968
Gorgeous - Shvetha Jaishankar 2016-11-10
'Gorgeous means being the best version of
yourself you can possibly be.'- Priyanka Chopra
'Taking care of yourself physically but also
making sure that you are happy and peaceful
within, that's what it means to be gorgeous.' Trisha Krishnan 'At sunrise, I hold a glass of
freshly squeezed juice and at sunset a delicious
bar of ice cream! If you understand your body
beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

and get in sync with its requirements you will
look and feel great.' - Pradaini Surva 'My food
philosophy is all about freedom and no diets. I
have never stopped myself from eating
something if I wanted to.' - Nina Manuel 'I don't
worry myself with daily calorie intake or other
such tediousness.' - Milind Soman Is it possible
to look and feel great despite the pull and push
of one's everyday routine? How does one fit in
the right food and the correct amount of fitness
into one's life? Can this process be so much fun
that one craves it?Former model and Miss India
International '98 Shvetha Jaishankar believes
so.She has dipped into her own experiments
with food, weight loss and well-being to present
a collection of delightful recipes, insights and a
meal plan on how to eat well and look great. She
has also gathered refreshing ideas and recipes
from the kitchens of India's top models like
Priyanka Chopra, Milind Soman, Malaika Arora
Khan, Gul Panag and Madhu Sapre, who embody
a balance that allows them to eat what they truly
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enjoy while still looking their best. This is
supplemented by an evidence-based,
comprehensive meal plan to prepare you for that
perfect red-carpet moment.Models don't follow
fads, nor do they count calories. They embrace a
way of life that includes delicious food,
achievable fitness mantras and fun. So can
you.Exquisitely designed, and packed with
beautiful imagery, this handbook of delightful
recipes and inspiration will give you an insider's
view of the heady world of fashion and demystify
what it takes to be fit and beautiful.
Gaborone - Patricia Farrow 1999
So Shall We Reap - Colin Tudge 2004-08-26
A work that focuses on the relentless drive for
maximum food production at rock-bottom cost.
As health scares spiral, rural workers are driven
off the land and poor nations are forced to
export their goods in a cut-throat marketplace.
Colin Trudge proposes an alternative, looking at
the global food industry and showing how beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

without resorting to GM crops - corporate
barons can be stripped of control, the world can
be fed and humanity can survive.
Beware the Falling Avocados - Catharine
Withenay 2016-05-13
I went back for more: more of the same. I didn't
expect that my second year in Zambia would,
once again, turn my world upside down. The two
years that Catharine had thought would be an
eternity have become one year that isn't long
enough. She begins to wonder: could her
family's time in Africa possibly be extended?
Could they settle more permanently? In Beware
the Falling Avocados Catharine returns to
Lusaka ready to contend with cockroaches,
prepared to cope with fuel and water shortages
and keen to tour the country with The Bishop
and The Professor... only for an unexpected turn
of events to throw all her plans into confusion.
Catharine's bestselling book In the Shade of the
Mulberry Tree, about her first year in Zambia,
was shortlisted for the Self-Publishing Awards
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2014 and received much critical acclaim.
The Food Effect Diet: Vegan - Michelle
Braude 2020-01-09
Ditch the complicated recipes, expensive
products and supplements, vegan 'detoxes' and
all the other crazes out there - that's the
message of The Food Effect approach to
nutrition - which, based on real science,
separates the fads from the facts, and now
presents the program that's had amazing results,
adapted to suit a vegan diet. Set to teach the
simple secrets to long-term practical success for
weight loss for vegans, The Food Effect Diet:
Vegan is a simple, delicious, satisfying way of
eating that sheds weight, boosts energy, lowers
cholesterol and blood pressure, and also gives
glowing skin, increased brain power and optimal
health and vitality. Simple and effective without
over-complicating, The Food Effect Diet Vegan
delivers a painless and proven way to achieve
your weight loss goals and get you on the road
to optimal health, all whilst following a vegan
beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

lifestyle easily and enjoyably. The Food Effect
Diet: Vegan will include: *A wide array of vegan
food choices, including surprising sources of
'good for you' carbs and proteins. *Menu options
for breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks based on
a variety of taste preferences, lifestyles and
nutritional needs. *More than 65 delicious and
easy vegan recipes, plus a complete set of simple
meal ideas for those who don't like, or don't have
time, to cook. *Dietary recommendations designed with a calorie cap to ensure you
achieve your weight loss goals. *Guidance on
which supplements to take to ensure all
nutritional needs are met.
California Citrograph - 1919
Wild LA - Natural History Museum of Los
Angeles County 2019-03-19
Los Angeles may have a reputation as a concrete
jungle, but in reality, it’s incredibly biodiverse,
teeming with an amazing array of animals and
plants. You just need to know where to find
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them. Wild LA—from the experts at the Natural
History Museum of Los Angeles County—is the
guidebook you’ve been waiting for. Equal parts
natural history book, field guide, and trip
planner, Wild LA has something for everyone.
You’ll learn about the factors shaping LA
nature—including flood, fire, and climate
change—and find profiles of over one hundred
local species, from sea turtles to rare plants to
Hollywood's famous mountain lion, P-22. Also
included are day trips that detail which natural
wonders you can experience on hiking trails, in
public parks, and in your own backyard.
All-in-One Nursing Care Planning Resource
- E-Book - Pamela L. Swearingen 2019-01-14
Introducing a plan for success with the only
nursing care planning reference book for all core
clinical areas! Swearingen's All-In-One Nursing
Care Planning Resource, 5th Edition, features
over 100 care plans including medical-surgical,
maternity/OB, pediatrics, and
psychiatric‒mental health to help you care for
beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

patients in any setting. This new edition is the
first in the market to include a unique,
interprofessional, "patient problem" focus that
teaches students how to speak to patients in
conversational terms rather than in nursingspecific language. New non–medical-surgical
care plans and updated content throughout
reflect the latest evidence-based treatment
guidelines for national and international clinical
practice. Plus, with its clear approach, easy-touse format, and straightforward rationales, you
can use this one book throughout their entire
nursing curriculum! Bolded and highlighted
Safety Icons corresponds to the safety
competency of the Quality and Safety Education
for Nurses (QSEN) initiative for easier
recognition. Care plans for all four major clinical
areas include medical-surgical, OB/maternity,
pediatric, and psychiatric-mental health nursing
care plans. A consistent format for each care
plan enables you to perform faster searches,
with headings for Overview/Pathophysiology,
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Health Care Setting, Assessment, Diagnostic
Tests, Patient Problems, Desired Outcomes,
Interventions with Rationales, and PatientFamily Teaching and Discharge Planning.
Prioritized patient problems are listed in order
of importance and physiologic patient needs.
Detailed rationales for each nursing intervention
help you apply concepts to specific patient
situations in clinical practice. Full-color design
makes the book more user friendly and includes
color-coded tabs and improved cross-referencing
and navigation aids for faster information
retrieval. NEW! UNIQUE! Interprofessional
"patient problems" focus familiarizes you with
how to speak to patients and other medical
colleagues in the consistent interprofessional
language of "patient problems," rather than the
nursing-specific language of nursing diagnosis.
NEW! Care plans helps you to support the
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer/questioning, or intersex patient. NEW!
Updated content throughout reflects the latest
beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

evidence-based treatment guidelines and
national and international clinical practice
guidelines.
Mint Snowball - Naomi Shihab Nye 2001
A collection of prose poems that cover topics
such as library cards and obituaries.
Orange Coast Magazine - 1993-08
Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest
continuously published lifestyle magazine in the
region, bringing together Orange County¹s most
affluent coastal communities through smart, fun,
and timely editorial content, as well as
compelling photographs and design. Each issue
features an award-winning blend of celebrity
and newsmaker profiles, service journalism, and
authoritative articles on dining, fashion, home
design, and travel. As Orange County¹s only paid
subscription lifestyle magazine with circulation
figures guaranteed by the Audit Bureau of
Circulation, Orange Coast is the definitive
guidebook into the county¹s luxe lifestyle.
Orange Coast Magazine - 1993-08
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Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest
continuously published lifestyle magazine in the
region, bringing together Orange County¹s most
affluent coastal communities through smart, fun,
and timely editorial content, as well as
compelling photographs and design. Each issue
features an award-winning blend of celebrity
and newsmaker profiles, service journalism, and
authoritative articles on dining, fashion, home
design, and travel. As Orange County¹s only paid
subscription lifestyle magazine with circulation
figures guaranteed by the Audit Bureau of
Circulation, Orange Coast is the definitive
guidebook into the county¹s luxe lifestyle.
Kain Tayo! - Beng Alba-Jones 2016-10-21
Combines inspirational thoughts, practical
advice, funny stories, and yummy recipes into a
warn and personal book.
Diccionario Bilingue Cambridge SpanishEnglish Paperback Pocket Edition Cambridge University Press 2008-06-23
A Spanish-English bilingual dictionary
beware-the-falling-avocados-english-edition

specifically written to meet the needs of Spanish
learners of English. Aimed at elementary to
intermediate learners, this bilingual dictionary
has been written to meet the needs of Spanish
speakers learning English and includes over
61,000 words, phrases and examples and over
70,000 translations. It includes extensive notes
highlighting the most common mistakes made by
Hispanic learners (informed by the Cambridge
Learner Corpus). Grammar boxes concentrate on
the most difficult and problematic aspects of
learning English.
Raising Pigs on Green Pastures - Jodi Cronauer
2020-11-25
Raising Pigs on Green Pastures By: Jodi
Cronauer Raising Pigs on Green Pastures covers
the most asked about topics such as farrowing,
watering, wintering, and marketing, as well as
the importance of minerals, types of grasses,
and sales. Everyone raising pigs on green
pastures will benefit from this book and it isn’t
specific to one breed, but instead encompasses
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all of the breeds that are able to be raised
outdoors on pastures. The author hopes this
book provides guidance to all of the many people
interested in raising pigs outside on green
pastures.
Puzzled - David Astle 2012-11-01
As a child, David Astle's hero was the Riddler.
Figuring out brainteasers like 'Where is a man
drowned but still not wet?' (quicksand) and 'How
many sides has a circle?' (two - the inside and
the outside) became an obsession and,
eventually, his life: his cryptic crosswords now
appear in The Age and Sydney Morning Herald
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every week, to the delight and frustration of
thousands. In Puzzled, Astle offers a helping
hand to the perplexed and the infatuated alike,
taking us on a personal tour into the secret life
of words. Beginning with a Master Puzzle, he
leads us through each of the clues, chapter by
chapter, revealing the secrets of anagrams,
double meanings, manipulations, spoonerisms
and hybrid clues. More than a how-to manual
and more than a memoir, Puzzled is a book for
word junkies everywhere.
Mexico - 2008
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